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FOOD & ENERGY

SUN ON MY SKIN

EVOLUTION THEORY

Please could you provide more information supporting your decision

3 responses

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1zi5niQ83Vm87x9K01GBckC-bZM1utFybjzPS6XRzNVE/edit#responses
| The mMOOC I appreciated most was that about FOOD and ENERGY because it was the best for stimulating student questioning, reasoning and exploration of real life context problems, highly engaging students to take part, discuss each other and learn useful knowledge. |
| How to measure... MOOC had very logical structure, interesting content. Food and Energy has to be complemented, it is not complete yet, also we have to think about the structure. Sun on my skin - good caption, logical structure, interesting content. Evolution ... MOOC - interesting idea to include a fairytale, and interesting content, good materials. Overall, i think all the MOOCs will be useful for teachers in their work. |
| My decision was made by several critiria. One of them was the pedagogical part in which a great role played the content of each course. One other feature was the presentation of each course. |
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